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tptg.co.uk goes live...
Welcome to the new face
of the pure technology
group
On the 30th September 2016 we
launched our new website tptg.co.uk;
which signiﬁed the beginning of the pure
technology group, yet another important
milestone in the group’s journey thus far.
This site represents not only our ability to
grow and adapt in a competitive market
place, but exhibits our personality and
individuality in the technology landscape.

The new website showcases our
capabilities, our vision and our dedication
to service. The new web presence was
launched as part of the group re-brand
and ‘one-group’ initiative, which has
enabled us to strengthen our products
and services under one brand and
improve the customer experience.
Its features lots of great new content and
some fantastic new videos, all of which
we’re proud to say feature only our own
staﬀ. So if you’d like to see your favourite
account manager or technical engineer
on the big screen, go take a look.

This new web platform will constantly
evolve with lots to look forward to
throughout 2017.
The new website replaces previous
websites within the group, so now you
have one place to go for everything. But
don’t worry, if you put any previous web
addresses into your browser, you’ll be
redirected straight to the new site.

This new web platform
will constantly evolve
with lots to look
forward to throughout
2017

a word from

the chief. . .
Stephen O’Brien

Wow! Where did 2016 go?

We launched our new website: tptg.co.uk
- it’s very special

I am so very grateful to our valued
customers and dedicated team, without
you we couldn’t have accomplished
everything we did in a busy year.

Customer satisfaction hit new
heights...97+%

Here’s a snapshot;
Two hundred (200!) new customers put
their trust in the pure technology group
Seventeen more people joined our
brilliant team.
PT16 was the biggest and best event,
ever. Don’t miss out on PT17.

Voted UK Company of the Year by
Candlelighters, our chosen charity.
GOLD! Investors in People Award.
And so much more...
We will continue with our commitment to
you, our valued customers. We will persist
in prioritising the care and dedication
giving you the quality service you deserve.

I want to thank the devotion of all our
staﬀ that make this possible. Our
commitment to this New Year is to keep
improving every day a little more.
As we look to the horizon of the coming
year, may you reach out to great glories
and achieve all that you desire and
deserve.
Wishing you all the greatest in the New
Year.
Yours Sincerely,

pure technology group

Awarded Gold Standard
by Investors in People

We’re thrilled to announce that
Investors in People (IIP) have awarded
the group a Gold Award against the
international Investors in People
Standard, joining the top thirteen per
cent of accredited organisations
across the UK.
Investors in People is the international
standard for people management,
deﬁning what it takes to lead, support
and manage people eﬀectively to
achieve sustainable results. Underpinning the Standard is the Investors in
People framework, reﬂecting the
latest workplace trends, essential skills
and eﬀective structures required to
outperform in any industry. Investors
in People enables organisations to
benchmark against the best in the
business on an international scale.
Paul Devoy, Head of Investors in
People, said:
“We’d like to congratulate pure

technology group on receiving the
Gold Award. The Investors in People
accreditation is the sign of a great
employer, an outperforming place to
work and a clear commitment to
success. The pure technology group
should be extremely proud of their
achievement.”
Steve Burrows, Managing Director of
Investors in People North of England
said:
“This is a fantastic achievement for
the pure technology group and I
would like to congratulate all of the
team. We believe that your people
make the diﬀerence and by investing
in them you are looking to create
sustainable success. IIP is designed to
help organisations and their people to
realise potential, providing a simple
road map for excellence. With their
Gold accreditation success, pure
technology group is certainly working
to realise their people potential.”

Commenting on the award, Michelle
Lazenby, Group HR Director at the
pure technology group said:
“This is a tremendous milestone the
group has achieved and one we
should each be proud of. I’d like to
thank each and every one in our team
for taking the time to participate in
the review of our Investors in People
accreditation. This illustrates that
through signiﬁcant growth and change
our team truly stand together and
continue to appreciate and beneﬁt the
investment and development the
group has to oﬀer. We will continue to
invest in developing skills, enhancing
our working environment and
ensuring we have a culture that is one
which we can embrace and enjoy.”
For more information about Investors
in People please visit:
www.investorsinpeople.com

James Blackburn
Group Marketing Manager

huawei
connect
europe
paris 16

I recently attended the Huawei
eco-Connect Europe conference in
Paris, the theme of which was ‘Shape
the cloud’. Speakers included industry
leaders, academics and technology
gurus from around the globe; all there
to discuss and explore future
technologies and new business models
that are currently driving ‘Digital
Transformation’.
Key note speeches included the
Portuguese Secretary of State for
Industry, Intel, SAP, HSBC and DHL. All
featured a common message; making
IT more user centric and, as featured in
the pure technology group strategy,
the ‘world of many clouds’ for delivery
of services and applications.
It was reassuring to hear such eminent
speakers supporting our message that
multiple Software as a Service (SaaS),
Platform as a Service (PaaS) and
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) will be
used by many organisations. At a time
when the use of public cloud is
increasing, so is the use of private
cloud. We’re well placed to oﬀer ‘many

clouds’ and more importantly, oﬀer the
support that many companies require
to enable them to make best use of
these technologies.
Organisations such as DHL and HSBC
talked about the changes that they
were making to allow IT to adapt to the
way people work and not the other
way around. DHL are using Google
glass and automated trolleys to assist
their staﬀ in the order picking process.
Google Glass replaces the tablet or
handheld device detailing which
product to pick. The technology
displays the picking list and item
location in the direct line of sight of the
operator. Automation allows a full
trolley to be driven straight to the
dispatch area whilst an empty unit
continues following the human
operator.
HSBC have a huge team of developers
engaged on ways to improve ﬁnancial
transactions. Mobility is now a
work-style preference rather than a
device to work.
The work that Huawei and companies
such as Veolia are doing around
‘connected cities’ was impressive and
ground-breaking. I could write an
entire piece just on this one subject –

In France and China, Veolia are making
control centres an integral part of its
operations. They provide local
government, industrial companies and
the consumer with real-time
information of services in their area.
The digital solution uses Urban Pulse
applications for city dwellers, Urban
Board for politicians and Urban
Hypervision for service managers.
The ﬁnal session of the conference
surrounded the new video
conferencing products that Huawei are
producing. (Soon to be seen in a board
room near you!) A conference of
people from across the world,
including two unsuspecting tourists
underneath the Eiﬀel Tower were
joined together to demonstrate the
performance and power of the new
TE10 and TE20 video conferencing
units. As far as live demos go it wasn’t
too bad – even if the tourists didn’t
speak English or Chinese. We’ll have
more news on demo capabilities in the
next few weeks but you will be able to
see the new VC tech shortly in our
premises and on the web.
I’ve been to similar events hosted by
other technology giants but Huawei is
hugely impressive and I’m glad we are
one of their major partners in the UK.

Paul Jordan
Programme Manager

service

Customers matter. We’re a commercial
organisation and customer satisfaction is
of paramount importance to us, ﬁrstly
because without customers we have no
business, secondly because our
reputation on long-term relationships
helps us to grow but fundamentally
looking after customers is simply the
right thing to do.
We’ve measured customer feedback for
several years in multiple ways but
typically ad-hoc surveys and
service-based questionnaires from
ServiceDesk. Whilst these measures
show positive results it’s become clear

How likely is it that
you would recommend
our company to a
friend or colleague?
that the response volume was only about
10% of the customer base and therefore
not completely representative. It was
also evident that asking multiple
questions was time consuming for the
customer – we wanted a better way. Net
Promoter Score (NPS) is an established

how

matters!

sector so benchmarking is much more
meaningful than an arbitrary or
proprietary system.

management tool used to gauge the
loyalty of customer relationships. It is a
relatively simple alternative to traditional
customer service measurement systems
and was originally conceived and
developed by Fred Reichheld, Bain &
Company, and Satmetrix Systems.

For you, the customer, it’s a much easier
response
mechanism
to tell us
how you
feel, when
you like
and as easy
as clicking one button on an email for a
service ticket, an order
acknowledgement or a web dashboard.

For you, the customer,
it’s a much easier
response mechanism

The simplicity lies in asking just one
question:
‘How likely is it that you would
recommend our company / product /
service to a friend or colleague?’
The response measurement is on a scale
of 0 – 10 with those scoring 6 or below
classiﬁed as ‘detractors’, 7-8 as ‘passives’
and 9-10 ‘promoters’. Whilst it’s simple it
also a harsh scale – only a score of 9 or
10 counts positively, whereas any
detractor score obliges a closed-loop
follow-up to improve within a given time
scale. Overall positive scores are the
target and industry leaders such as Apple
score 70%+, which is seen as the
benchmark, whilst other companies such
as Dell and Microsoft score between 30
and 50%, which is considered ‘good’.
The beauty of NPS is the simplicity but
also that it has wide adoption in the IT

NPS
works...

We intend to introduce NPS in the very
near future so we hope you’ll give us
plenty of feedback.
Ultimately we are doing this to improve
our service to you, our valued customer.

Tracey Hoyle
Service Desk Manager
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servercare app

tptg.co.uk/servacareapp

The ServaCare App is a useful addition
for pure technology group service
customers.
The app keeps you updated with your IT
support information, allowing visibility
of critical device alerts, recent support
tickets and account information.
You can now log tickets on the go,
contact an Account Manager directly
and rate our service simply, all from the
app. The puristsonline IT commerce
store is directly available within the app,
allowing you to order IT equipment
quickly and securely.
Download the app now and get pure
technology services in the palm of your
hand… live!

* Review new and recent
support tickets
* View critical device alerts
* Order IT equipment
* Contact Account Manager

key
features

* Rate the service
* Requires secure credential
and authenticated access

the case for

Hybrid WAN
Hybrid WAN allows organisations to
reconsider network design, blending
reliability from reduced cost Ethernet circuits
with fast bandwidth on DSL, ﬁbre and even
4G/5G services. Tailored design of services
available to match each organisation’s needs
can now produce the same levels of
performance as traditional (and expensive)
corporate WANs and can deliver the best of
both worlds and eliminate SPOFs at the same
time.

Generally, organisations have chosen one of
two models for creating a Wide Area
Network (WAN). The safest model has always
been to buy circuits from a Tier 1 telco, in
managed or wires-only conﬁguration, such as
MPLS from BT – relatively secure, scaled
according to site bandwidth and a reliable,
SLA-backed service but with a considerable
price tag. True resilience was always achieved
by deploying alternate circuits from a
secondary Telco, ideally using diverse routing
to minimise single points of failure (SPOFs)
but, in eﬀect, doubling the costs without
optimum use of bandwidth. Alternatively,
Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) or cable services
have the beneﬁt of lower cost and potentially
faster speeds but also present reliability and
resilience issues.

By using hybrid WAN technologies,
organisations can create policies to route
traﬃc down multiple network connections
according to security requirements and/or
load. The policies can be driven by
application type, performance, cost or any
other criteria the organisations might deem
important. Rapid deployment can also be
achieved and integrated by use of 4G/5G
wireless services. A dynamic hybrid WAN
solution can continuously monitor the
network and send traﬃc down the bestperforming link whilst still being governed by
policies.

The balancing act between price and
performance has been a signiﬁcant challenge
for most organisations but cloud is also
re-writing the network rule-book as people
regularly consume business technology
outside the traditional WAN and the security
perimeter has now been re-deﬁned. Now is a
good time to review WAN design and seek
better design models as bandwidth costs
have fallen and cloud consumption has
increased.

This brings a level of agility to the WAN that
has never been seen before and is a critical
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In a traditional hub-and-spoke network,
cloud traﬃc would come from the Internet
into the DataCentre and then up the spoke to
a branch oﬃce. Each of these hops adds
unnecessary latency to the ﬂow of traﬃc,
meaning that software-as-a- service (SaaS)
applications don’t perform as well as they
could. Now that the cloud is being used for
applications that require high- performance
networks—such as voice, video, VDI and data
replication—it’s become crucial that the
network is designed ‘cloud ﬁrst’ but there’s
other beneﬁts too.

This brings a level of agility
to the WAN that has never
been seen before and is a
critical step in the
network’s evolution to
become ‘cloud capable’
Reduced cost: Hybrid WAN enables can, in
some cases, eliminate Multiprotocol Label
Switching (MPLS). Conservative enterprises
that want to migrate away in stages can at
least reduce the amount of their budget
currently spent on MPLS.
Improved application performance: In
Hybrid WAN, all the bandwidth from each
connection is active. Even though Internet
traﬃc doesn’t have the same ‘guarantees’ as
MPLS, multiple active connections protect
against outages and ensure optimal
performance. With multiple active routes
organisations are likely to ﬁnd that Hybrid
WAN provides the same availability metrics
as MPLS.

4G Internet
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step in the network’s evolution to become
‘cloud capable’.

3rd Party ISP

Improved security: Contrary to popular
belief, an MPLS network is not 100% secure.
Because traﬃc is unencrypted, any network
breach means malware can spread to any
point on the network quickly. When Internet
connections are used, the traﬃc is typically
encrypted from the source to the
destination, potentially oﬀering better data
protection, dependent on control measures
in place.

When considering Hybrid WAN design, it’s
important to consider that the design is
much more than a conglomeration of
connectivity; the real advantage lies in the
capability to design and create policies
based on application types, application
performance, security and cost and must
include the ability to dynamically adjust as
the network conditions change, so
monitoring is an essential part of the
design.
Wireless networks are changing the way
people communicate and access
information. The mobile access network,
enabling connections anytime and
anywhere, is transforming the technology
industry. 5G is the next evolutionary step;
providing ﬂexible, reliable, and secure

wireless networks to connect people with
all applications, services, and things
heralding the ‘everything on mobile’ age.
Peak data rate per user: 10 Gbps - 4 times
the capability of current 4G network.
End-to-end latency: 1 ms - 1/50 of best
latency of current 4G network.
Number of connections: 1 million per
square kilometres - 100 times the current
4G network.
The potential for 5G is immense but 4G is
here right now and can already facilitate
rapid WAN deployment and/or temporary
extensions at usable LAN speed,
dependent on application and

requirement. In some cases, this is actually
preferable to DSL but also can oﬀer true
resilience when used in conjunction with
another medium.
Cloud computing has revolutionised
technology over the last decade and it will
continue to signiﬁcantly change the way
organisations operate and how people
work. Hybrid WAN has the potential to
underpin cloud whilst providing cost and
performance eﬃciencies.
Design has always been important in
technology but never more so than now.
If you’d like to know more about Hybrid
WAN or review network design in more
detail please contact me.

Simeon Banks
Group Consultancy Manager
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JCT600

excels with

pure procurement
pure technology success story: October 2016

JCT 600 faced
procurement issues with
increased growth.
Background
Founded in 1946, JCT600 is one of the UK’s
largest and most highly respected motor
retailers. The business represents 18 of the
world’s most iconic brands at 50 locations
throughout Yorkshire, Lincolnshire,
Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire and the North
East. Yet despite the scale of the business
now, with annual turnover in excess of £1bn,
the Vision remains the same as it’s always
been – ‘not to be the biggest, just the best!’

service to customers.
Dealing with numerous suppliers was
becoming more time consuming to manage
and track orders. This resulted in increased
administration for the business, having to
manually locate goods and process purchase
requests through various suppliers. The prices
of goods were also beginning to ﬂuctuate
making budgeting diﬃcult to control.
Other issues, including goods not arriving on
time, impacted JCT600’s ability to meet
deadlines. Inconsistent service from suppliers
also meant that IT Engineers were unaware of
which goods were on-site. Without centralised control this could aﬀect customer
satisfaction levels and the reputation of the
business as a whole.

Challenges

Solution

JCT600’s IT team began to face issues with
the procurement and delivery of IT after the
opening of several new sites. This was
aﬀecting the continuous operation of their
dealership estate and potentially delaying

The pure technology group allocated an
experienced, dedicated Account Manager to
fully manage JCT600’s procurement requirements, reducing the internal resource
required to manage the process.

Industry

summary

Automotive

Challenges
Management of IT procurement and
storage of goods

Solution

IT procurement and stock holding
services

Beneﬁts

Special bid pricing
Maximised IT budget
Dedicated Account Manager

say hi
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Relationships with global vendors provided
JCT600 with special bid pricing, allowing them
to maximise their budget and achieve lower
prices.
The pure technology group procurement
team also provided a bespoke SMS service
which informed IT Engineers by text message
when goods arrived on-site and where they
had been delivered to.
Stock is now held on call-oﬀ in local
warehouses facilitating call-oﬀ by JCT600
enabling rapid deployment and continual
replenishment.

The pure technology group
provided such a solid solution
for our IT Engineers. We’re
now able to provide a much
more eﬃcient service to our
customers and at a reduced
cost.

Chris Gensmantel, Head of IT, JCT600

About the pure technology group
The pure technology group is a
leading provider of ICT services
and solutions to SME, corporate
and public sectors.
Technology is designed to
match customer strategy:
cloud, hybrid, on-premise and
mobile from DataCentre to
Device - all tailored to

requirement.
Investment in the talent, skill
and dedication of our people
translates universally into
exemplary customer service; on
time, every time, all of the time.
For more information,
please visit:

tptg.co.uk
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